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airkeep
waterkeep
fire
stone the stone I do not mention near to the stone
[ and the stone I mention itself ]
[ at will nor mine like faith the poverty of faith may be cause for fire ]
[ fuel is conditional ]
[ prayer ]
[ were effort prayer ]
[ yes I give answers away ]
[ yes I give answers away ]
The tempest
the tempest
nor invented for name begun
[ I do not spell nor invent letters ]
The tempest does not know of her existence
nor say a name aloud
[ tempest is not a name ]
[ woman ]
soil
[ and were pushed down and down like grass autumn grass ]
[ unto winter and dormance ]
Gravity
[ the birds prayed against ]
[ to sky is positive nor against ]
[ against the gravity the birds prayed against the gravity ]
[ to sky is no contract when the earth is no mention ]
[ gravitrope ]
[ the birds prayed against the air ]
[ I watch ]
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[ Migration and my attention turns to the season ]
[ next ]
[ how else does my attention turn excepting season ]
firekeep
[ nor contest ]
firekeep
[ and without
[ were its keep equal as knowledge alone
[ I have no control ]
[ excepting prayer ]
[ against an absence I do not know ]
[ nor mention fire's loss for its start ]
[ absence nor absence ]
[ were absence a question for its invisibility ]
[ I do not require a question ]
[ I am more simple than a question ]
firekeep
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SLIPKNOT
slipknot
for hanging
[ gravity ]
[ municipal code ]
[ the city is an idea ]
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economics
Trend is near today
the economics of
my
interest
[cause]
[Weather is a bead]
[the day is strung with the next]
[Sigh]
[and the sun is still outside the shop the rain is]
[following]
A public inclines itself to a position
[reliably]
[and parted]
[yes] truth is contest
[yes]
[qualified] and the colors which sell better than other
colors than competition
And without utility
[purpose]
[I already own a copy]
[because]
[and it is beautiful because I say it is beautiful]
[the mothers make introductions and say]
[so] [as well]
I buy the parts of a flag colored for sweet water and clear water
sew together the rains
[purchased] [from the fabric shop]
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Minerals she brings minerals
Wears a dress of minerals
she drinks drinks the color of minerals
she understands minerals
[nor I so permanent]
I offer her minerals
I put the color of minerals near her door
[the Tuesday smell]
I assume
[Minerals]
[Her step from her dress the colors of minerals
[nor cotton a mineral]
[silk]
Were a lights down
[done]
the sounds are minerals and quietly arranged
[air]
[air is no mineral and equally permanent]
[air is mineral]
crossing minerals
[I]
Arrange nothing forget nothing of minerals nor insist
[I]
minerals are formed
[I]
know
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This poem is called
This poem
is
called
I will stay behind her
[yes]
[I do not switch bodies]
[as brave]
[It]
is
[a voice]
[a policy] [were policy a voice]
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A room of one's own
Were I conditioned to struggle for abundance
[abundance is a word]
[upon a notice of limits abundance is a word]
[nor gluttony a force]
[gluttony is no inebriation]
Without conditions and fixed walls
I suppose this interior
[I do] [suppose]
[I suppose this interior and its habits]
For justly claimed this peace this peace
[this peace]
Because there is one smallness I will not let away
like a standard
[what is reference]
[I do not change my language and I add to my language]
And for a space upon
I
say there are no limits to scavenging new sound
abundance for the yards of consideration the words I
[language]
[and property for meaning] [domain]
[and choose its put and only]
[because I
[were she present glance]
[for language is different then]
[in company
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Optic pond, across the Optic pond
1.
Nor I for visions when the reckless spirits push
And to exhaustion too exhaustion I
put myself
spended
[mention deadness nor death exact]
An optic nor panoptic
for to rest and westward stare aside the eagers
[I am not upon]
[It is their urgency and started]
[as their urgency it started] [blame]
[nor of oneself]
2.
Responsibility
the light like a traveling shadows
it is enough
nor if the only crashing waves are
provisions
enough for a light [proof]
[I do not rest upon the] [if to require]
[other sides]
[of tides I do not rest upon other sides]
3.
You are dreams and companies
for to fade away west and where you go into [
imagination
] for to structure and into imagination
[I am not certain]
[for your absence I am not certain]
4.
And only call it pond
[vernacular]
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And were my heroes celebrated and silent for their violence
And were my heroes celebrated and silent for their violence
I have no answer to
the interests of redemption
Nor a spill at
the hierarchies the hierarchies
for what is ever [it be only a shape like the weather]
[and I have no change for the weather]
I do not require insistence I
am I
[the inevitabilities of that which I am]
[I am resolved]
[if anything I am resolved ask content]
[for to wish of anything ask content]
For their violence
upon violence were justice were interference were
[obligation]
for tomorrow's edge
diligence brings around around
[their encroach]
[it is said their encroach]
Doctrine is no hero
[his sleeves are torn]
[his sleeves are torn]
[the fabric]
[the fabric is a conversation]
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(12/14/2010 Verona, Wisconsin)

1.
Snow
covers a morning start [this is a year ago]
[the colors are the same]
constant over [where you are nor I comes to mind]
[a place of shared souls]
[I do not share an answer for what is given]
[to interpret]
2.
Nor closure the faculties [philosophy is my favorite]
[philosophy is not a faculty]
[ask were never chained] [nor closed] [nor dependent]
[cause]
[I do not require the introduction of unsettlement]
[fear like winter's cause]
[I anticipate a season] [a season may be change]
3.
[I too am]
[concerned for secondry] [again]
4.
Enough
they race
[for snows' path I am observant] [window]
[weather will be through at afternoon]
5.
I cannot lose
[and what she chooses]
[is my first choice as well]
[I am learning to receive]
[I do not put thoughts in places]
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Prayer for dining out
[Were whispered]
Good grace
For company
[I do quickly say]
[Were looked about]
Thanks and food
Thanks and food
[Were absence nod]
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Puerto puerto [yo0ur]
1

Ajar
[The tip of my]
[Finger]
[Catches the closing]
I am not forced
For logic
For logic

2

The door is entertained
For my
Love
[I do not answer for myself]
[And I am not authorized]
[For my wishes]
[My offense]
[For my wishes]

3

I make little
Religions
Of objects

4

There is a little
Religion for every
Concept
[The door]
[What]
[Reference]

5

First my name is Gregory
[yo0ur]
Whereby zero is not a number nor could ever be
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Edge, for govern, and the doubled blade
For return the
second edge
and quicker sheathed for gone
about work
insisted
He slows then
arrives at a considered pause
Too were his sheath
the office
Mentioned
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At a bullfight with my father
At a bullfight
with my father
were five bulls put
down
[ they are not getting
[ out
[ of
[ the
[ ring
The sixth
My father as
if to leave the fourth quarter of the Packers early for their plus
and up to leave
Say I
an animal
is
dying
says he
Yes
[ And we stayed [ quietly
[ And done
then returned our seat cushions
rented
for a Euro
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The curator
Social justice among the arts is a story of faults. The wrongness of evil
entertained| Again| And names mentioned a thousand ways| Whether
conscience is a perpetrator| Victim| Redemption is quieted into peace
and regularity. As| Room| The room is curated.
Nothing is untrue. And a course of public opinion is weighted such that
importance is truth. Nothing is untrue. Nor oppositely mentioned, the
environment| The room| And to believe truth were once away and
naturally God| Memory and| And say then again truth is ordained now.
There is a room| For every member for every visitor, consent| For
every member for every visitor, there is a God for the one which is
dismissed. Every God is powerful and correct and cannot be let away
until they have completed their germination.
I do not mention God.
I cannot mention God for having mentioned God.
For my attention| And whether truth is dissembled I remember|
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the tide, the soul
[Were admiration tide]
Were sleep
rest
when the moon does stop
Were struggle a sustain of my virtues
[self]
[another declares the stars]
[my body and a body in general]
[the idea of the body]
[there are philosophers I am caused to trust]
[and to become one eventually]
[nor insult ask]
[I am not always clever]
[I do not know for to have resisted names]
[ever]
[I]
[consider]
[ends]
[and with a smile for loss insist]
[For how long the hydra and for how long]
[the hydra]
[and the variance of cock and rooster when the same animal were
called]
[by equal and separate forces]
[language]
Were three of you [ask]
[I am not moved] [I am not separated] [I am not God] [I am not defiant]
[I do not describe myself by what I am not]
[were three of you]
[I trust you into yourself]
[I let away] [I do not hold nor can I hold]
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[and ask of speculation]
[I do not divide myself]
[I do not know where my soul is kept]
[nor divided] [a smallest part is as large as the entirety of my soul]
[Three] [I do not separate nor is there such an allowance]
[for each the three axes]
[geometry will only see nor change]
And to the voyeur
] notice [
[were notice equal to touch]
[kiss]
I am not desperate
I hold what is important
[idea]
I hold old things for their time
I hold coins
[The music] [consider]
[age]
[The food] [pause]
[the fire]
[the candle makes a sound]
[Today is age for tomorrow]
And when the organization rotates upon its axis
with light for her
I am new and changed
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Cause is an edge for struggle I say to myself
Cause is an edge for struggle I say to myself
I make the air important and owned
[I make the grass fortunate]
The tool for slighting injustice is not shown in pictures
[and I cannot gather intentions outright]
[not without its passage]
[its registration]
The tool is for the pocket
[and when the confronts of change suppose themself]
[like they do]
[even more humbly it declares retention retention]
[nor to ever pass for anger]
[were her promise for being sharp]
[sharp]
[It is a thought and held as]
The animal walks broadly around
[I make the animal notice]
[friend]
[friend]
[I walk broadly around you]
[until I am dispelled]
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Of day one
Consequential errands and regrowth
the stems of the self
a
house refitted
importantly refitted and I will walk away long enough
Times
there are times of a person
adolescence
early independence and
into families and what else
there are times of a person marked
inna factor marked
[the catalyst is no idea upon the rest]
[the catalyst]
Of day one I hold a moment [pause]
[make sure it is attended]
and forward look
The big world like time really does not change
this is my first thought
that last breath equaling [ ]
the big world has never changed and
if I were to disappear it would be but my own loss
[but my own loss]
[even if I were authority even if I were parent]
[excepting these designs are small]
[but my own loss]
Wether I am alone is extended unto tomorrow [grace]
for there is a cautionary well where no friend be fitted for
[yet]
[and the importances of sociable means]
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[purpose given]
enough for to faith in the least
enough for to faith
and
for our interest
for our interest
[perhaps]
[were company ours]
[Attention]
[nor quite so loud for hardness]
I will not write as if standards were to this
[reference]
[just that I do]
[say]
I say
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Good art
Good the characterized the paint [nor real] [nor real]
[is not material actual]
[like an idea with linens and color]
[without common interference]
[a colors are important] [curated] [texture] [shadow]
[a colors are not as important as I once believe]
[I am old and aware]
[now]
I [forget color to absorb] I
place
my body near to it
[notice]
Fantasies excepting it were real [for its message]
[the message is discoverable and real]
[what is more precise than what I have already invented]
There are names I use to call at light
[for there were no sound] [excepting what I invent]
[I am a poet]
[I]
[I]
The painter pushes away my words
the painter pushes away my words
[nor respond]
[Thank you]
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ICE BUT SLOWS AN ELEPHANT
The crampon industry has not reached
the pachyderms
Some remain ultimately left
to the elements as nature did
originally believe I see
Respond ice but slows an elephant
ice but slows an elephant
Nor ice a swap to
the intentions of an elephant
Ice but slows an elephant
[The camera put into its skull
[qualifies
[indeed the pace is slower
[judgment indeed the pace is slower
What is important
Nor to break a hip
Walk carefully
[Smartly she trumpets
[smartly she trumpets
[with love slow love
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Early drive
A weather yet laid upon
The frost on
the roads
The roads
There is frost upon the roads
The silver trees nor birds collecting as a sun
as a sun
The prayer is to her soundless aur
and cold
and cold
[I expect nothing other for winter's early this]
When the wind
and inside I claim
sight
I claim silence and sight
[The far away train is relevant]
[up the sun]
[up the sun]
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Unconditional
What is unconditional
[many things are unconditional and will not agree with me]
[what does not bend]
What is unconditional
[the person]
[the person the person appears unconditional and without words]
A deliberate course of love [deliberate is not a word]
[stillness]
[nor]
[the others compete] [acknowledge challenge]
[the others compete and must compete]
I bring you into family
requiring
[I am selfish]
[I am staggered]
[call love]
[I do not know language]
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barren
What do you eat here?
Nothing grows here
I see only insects
We import the Kobe beef from Japan and
the French and Austrian wine
Yes
The French Champagne
Someone mentions peaches will grow here though
Anyone can say anything
[The cake is my mothers]
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Were the goodness of reverse
Were the reverse of goodness
a confidence to timeless states
[the statures]
[the confidence]
Law is an arrangement of circles
and when boredom is so relevant for to say
thought is required
[again]
we are steady and absent
the autonomy of arranged states is their passage
[the cows act as one]
[enough]
[for to relevance the]
[body is mentioned as meat and milk and sex]
I claim religion nor alone religion I
claim religion for an instant to prove it does exist
[for religion were to liberationists something]
[and important]
What is my permission for the reversal of intentions as
if the warrants of everyness
the rights of all were to
imply the satisfactions of acknowledge
[the opposite is a concept as any
[for to take a position is to expect an opposite]
[is this not true if only silently acknowledge]
I mention I am friend with my opposite with what
you require I can
[were position singular and]
[qualified]
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When the clowns are by themselves they pick one of their own
Upon the theories of social inversion
as if to regard
entertainment for [their] exposure
[I am as guilty as any]
[true]
[I am as guilty as any for entertainment]
[for the curious]
[if only for the curious]
And were to say there are five clowns
and were to say there are ten clowns
twenty thirty
all
fifteen
[fifteen is a variable]
nor object other than themselves
a theory to say
clown is to one of its own
nor similar
[nor similar] [as clown among clown]
[nor the opposite of opposite] [were their growth ask]
[and away and parted and with a thought if thought were]
[if thought exists at all I]
[say you are no reference to another excepting how you eat]
[color]
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The persuasions of weather
The persuasions of the weather
I do not recognize a typical day
I am busy
I change things nor pay a mind to average and without
condition
The rain is December mentioned
I was young and building caves
[how the snow would drift]
I talk of warming
[the winters are different] [conversational]
[and what is really being discussed is religion]
[the way of the economic import export business]
[Theory]
The hail is loud against
the roof
the shed top steel
[I stay indoors]
[for the weather then]
[And tornado]
[a figured wind]
[visiting from another season's radio]
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A road grows into
A road grows into
memories
[having traveled to desires]
[I do not assume desires will meet exhaustion]
I understand
The nature of stones their lay as ground
I understand
the trees the trees
[and with an elevation you change]
[into what a mountain requires I do change]
A peoples are hearty for a place [for a place]
a peoples having been for the years are
hearty for a place
And the sky
to what binds their pass
the ocean the ocean and grace
[you will meet the plains and the affronts prior]
[to a mountains]
[the forests meet a mountains]
[the city where the congregates]
[there are lines to meet the mountains]
[and where the ocean]
[the river the salmon]
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I am familiar to myself again
[I am familiar to myself again]
The ferry does not stop in the middle
[nor midway a place]
[anyone can consider anything math]
I regard
the ends of this travel are to
traveling through
[traveling through]
[the payment is for the physical travel]
[physical travel is all that can be justified]
[I am rational]
[I am rational enough to understand the nature of money is exchange]
[a currency is social in nature]
Reason is a cloak for their getting along
[they otherwise carry force and monsters with philosophies attached]
[and words for killer whales and lightning snakes]
[split thunderbirds]
[Whisper]
[shaman]
[can be spelled in a way or another]
Traveling through
[middling is not my interest] [nor currency]
[permission]
[Introduction]
A ferry is on a schedule
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[with a duty free shop]
[there is tuition to consider]
[Old and staring]
[For age I say nothing] [stage]
[I am clever to watch I know]
[and arrogant]
Nor jealous for youth
[your sight your terminal sight]
I am not jealous for youth
[were my position taken]
[I do not give away anything I too still learn]
The assumptions when
[plausible]
Genius is age I have
I have no explanation for genius excepting age
[democratic to mention genius with associations]
I protect myself [age]
[nothing when their attention]
[excepting her sex I am]
[introduced]
[excepting her sex]
[I am familiar to myself again]
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concept poem
1.
Start
Why
is introduced
2.
A response to the question of Lordism is
supposing
I were a matter of her intellect
[perhaps]
The signs happened as I put them [after]
[ask of profession]
Cross my desk
why the first sign I put upon my desk is my attention
The staging of events [after]
[is simple after]
Say it were truly perfect and it could not have been better
were there coincidence and
the incidentals of
having time to pass among
the arrangements of candles and
what it is she wears [coincidence]
3.
Why
Is a station next to the station
why is a paper person the
36
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woman of the cloth is differently arranged
[she accepts prayers and conditions]
[I too survey]
[ask to what is sustainable]
[The confines of the self]
[and dream and hurt]
[I do not mention struggle is owned]
[I buy the season and make the color important]
[the air is a draft at the door]
4.
Confessions
Is figuring a knowledge is important to a greater good
Confessioning is generous
confessioning is generous
[And important foreclosure upon the rescinds of interest]
[in that darkness]
Herald ties to peace and I rest with no
possessed forms
But I only ask how to care for and against a family
were there possession [as intended]
Mention faith
[responsibility requires possession and ownership]
[and what is assumed]
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[Confessions]
And what is authority upon
The ultimate consterns and insistence
that there be no authority
atween
the richest the richest admirations
[Touch]
I will return
I will come back to this in a moment
[Face the other way and return]
5.
Apologies for self absorption
The conditions of a stimulating environment are to
my insulation
I go to corners and settle into corners and it is not me
[Continue]
They grow into each other [observe]
The anysubjects [of man]
[mountain] [moon] [madness] [marriage] [metaphor]
[peace] [liberty]
[war]
[They]
[they]
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[Perhaps]
[pause]
You are competition
I fear competition
[I fear competition]
[Congress and]
symbolic attachments
6.
The properties of symbolic forms are a general discussion
It is theory to mind the alternative variants of
rose rose rose and state state
[context]
Speculation is religion
like liberation theology is religion speculation is religion
and certainty fights itself
differently
It were a book of protest to
name a personalities for
the conceptual forms
[It were a book of contest]
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The imperialist
Discourage] question]
[My love for the displacement of order
[observation
[I know nothing
[absolutely nothing [what it is I know I let away [question
[A man and his semen
[are confident enough to say her plenty thus established be
[kingdom
[ahh
The imperialist
[so too she rests upon the food completed
[there is not a one who is hungry
[nor satisfied
[I say nor satisfied when it were philosophy brought
[we just continue
[just continue
And to be satisfied
[identity
[I was very young when I do not remember discontent
[psychology introduces myself to I
[were it necessary
[there are many buildings now
[we live closely together and make philosophy of sex
[call food and a varieties of positions
[yes
[the word fuck is used
The imperialist
[philosophy disregards the procreative process
[were love attached
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[a complication for to introduce my own cause
[what is
[nominal
[yes
[the word fuck is used
[reintroduced like temperance
[I
[grow old into you
[I forget into you
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Language is not discounted
[intentions]
[elevations are my habit]
[I defy elevations]
[tomorrow I will go low]
[when we are together I will go low]
[I am learning to not move at all]
[And when I die I]
[pretend to know enough for death]
[I convince myself this is important]
[I]
[pretend to know enough for death]
Language is not discounted
say
when I have no control
say aloud
so too acknowledge silence
[accounting]
[until your image disappears like air]
Language is not discounted
language is not discounted
[in her absence I explain I]
[from nothing explain the senses]
[I]
[pretend to know enough for death]
[is this not bravery]
[to mention this to myself without sound]
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The changeless forms
The changeless forms
[unmarked
[there is a cavern for every mark
[I am captured
I stop the changeless forms I end the changeless forms
I call the changeless forms
[nothing
I declare stillness at the changeless forms
[I am blind for you I am
[invalid
[that is words
Speaking
greater changeless forms
[chains and caverns [ultimately [ultimately [again
[I cannot hear for you
An assumptions
[clustered
[greater orbit one greater
I cannot empty myself of reason
[the body is not fitted to attend to itself
[like intentions [as intentions
The agency
[operative
[The circular world has its own star [its own altar
[returns to itself
[from the same line [I
[Reliably [I can say no thing further [reliably
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Illness
The old friends declare a symptoms of want
nor regret
for lives well
[well]
Though difference is to age to say
what travels in a different line for its interference
[were her introduction as fitted]
[like I pretend it to be]
[now]
[now is different I remember]
It is a valid pain
for who finds who like wanting more
[I am no demon]
[just for the selfisms of pause I]
[find respite in certainty]
[and humanity like love is no certainty]
[I remember if to care]
[that I am not done growing I]
[require more rest]
[for your attention]
[I imagine growing into your attention]
[is this something about love]
[and cause for]
And to what ends to appoint oneself upon a singled blade
[as to wish for its put]
[for my own care]
That peace be correctly mentioned and from what source
[I kneel]
Illness were no consent
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[for who requires their opinion their charge]
[if to be alone]
[and spoiled upon myself]
Admit their existence
[ten units by ten units by ten units is a space]
[a sovereign space]
[She is built from a rib]
[I am as biblical as certainty when all is animal
[I am as biblical as certainty when all is animal
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Slow music
The music
the music is slower than the cars the autos
[the rain is stopped]
[now]
And when the coffee is done
I
will go and pack for traveling
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Remaindering change
The misshapen penny
and no longer copper
[material is expensive]
[worth one cent]
[one cent is a measure]
[I still count by ones]
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Philosophy kinder
Upon the expectancies for a simplest philosophies
[those who require kinder principles]
[There are enough buildings]
[and the communes of love say]
[fifty is organized enough for direction]
[I do not qualify numbers]
[an other fifty cannot match organization because]
[there has always been an other one]
[call dissent]
An international incident
[the dictionary project is successful enough to net]
[to net]
The content
[I cannot tell them they are not content]
[nor require their discontent]
[theirs is a contract reintroduced upon an absence]
[nor mine to qualify]
[and ask what is discontent] [upon their satisfaction] [no]
[I am old enough]
[now]
[to return as]
[child]
[Return a quorum to family]
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cloud, season
[Nor require faith for the winter sky above
[texture
light underside
[island mountain touches
[silk
[bottoms
The island
[still
[the island does not move
[I know of no island which moves
[Winter
January is my word
[now you are dark
[you are sheltered for the season and for the clouds
[the limit of cloud
[Familiar nature is not mentioned
[familiar nature already has a word
[texture
Above light
[ambient
[undirected
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Victoria
Quieter sun
January
Tea
affront an ocean
[vessel]
Later for shellfish
[there is a place I found for lamb]
[there is a picture of the Queen]
The ferry
the ferry on a schedule
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tuition
Today is no ministry
I observe
All is undone in observation
excepting nature
My attention is her tuition
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Contradiction, the rubbles of wisdom
Victim
[limit]
Were conflict so divine as to limit
[apparently]
[a word is vague and dismissive]
Yes
conflict is a fashion
[nor within]
[were war a peasantry of love I cannot find myself within]
[her]
[though I notice her production]
[Formation]
Philosophy is the second word
[after attention]
[after notice]
I am reluctant and that is only spirit
[for likening each of the attentions]
[I am not contained as the logics are contained]
Contradiction
You are attractive
Contradiction
You are attractive
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Winter eastbound
[Evidence the texture of collected snow]
[at roadsides marking farmland]
[dormant]
[quiet the whisper snowfall little wind]
[dusk]
[I have sat at snowfall and listened]
[A powdered road I do not challenge]
[excepting concentration]
[nor weathered face for modernity]
[heater]
[I am ten miles slower]
[than a room for the night]
[Wyoming]
[Was my plan to drive through]
[stall]
[for concentration stall]
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Death is a spectred word
Death is a spectred word
[were fact a requisite of reason]
[no]
[there is no movement]
[Nor peril for a wisdom of aging]
[Nor invent language without cause for the invention of language]
[reason]
[Spectacle were announce to thought]
[am I not our introduction]
[conversational]
[death is not with us were our recollection]
[Were my curiosity curiosity]
[speculation were death and its beyond]
[I invent language for reasons]
[I am not hardness]
[Philosophy is a word for speculation]
[philosophy is a word for speculation]
[philosophy is a word for reason]
[There is no word for history]
[for what I know]
[Speculation]
[speculation]
I have seen death two times
[I do not carry death within myself]
[nor require a language for death]
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Drift
Drift
[the sun]
snowfall a day after
and the temperature is still fallen
[Light sparkles through a lifted crystals]
[I call this zero degrees without looking at what is official]
A lake is without trees
[prairie]
without trees
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prompted
In several forms I am
[depending]
I do not own a loud clock with questions
A monitor
[I am I]
[nor lost for becoming]
[I do not ask permission of free will]
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_________________________________________________________
part2.saddle
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City
[What they carry in their poems] invitation
[the difference between cities]
[the language]
[and a soil nearby beneath] beneath my leather soles
[what starts a city]
[perhaps]
[And communion remembered]
[history]
[The names change in intervals]
[and the faces] [the language]
[an historian will validate this]
Anonymous
anonymous
In each of several instances anonymous
[The city gives new names to the stones]
[there is a solution for the recent virus] [again]
[I do not understand that you know me]
[I am convinced I cannot be read]
[escaping fatherdom is no fear] [there is no contest]
[tell me of another book]
done is said done is said
[When they go away wasted at how a child bests their parents]
[I say it is age]
[do you not know you grow old]
[and in my aged aged youth I say your greatest peace is]
[nor to hoard love]
[nor attach your title to love]
[nor belong to a love which is not your own]
Anonymous
[excepting what were a city [anonymity]
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I invite the snow
Nor apologies
it is I
I invite the snow
it is I
I invite the snow
I first call upon the trees nearupon their release
[they do not hear me for their leaves are fallen]

There is a someone
[introductions were years past]
[what I do not think about]
will you not take me snowmobiling snowmachining
Nor will I hold you loosely
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a position which requires no leadership
What is invention if to say the final
path's diverge were
miles bent before
[though do appreciate the sun]
[the imaginary colors
The imaginary colors are orange
and only this time started as
[I know they turn to other]
[purple especially purple]
[again and again]
[they go to black I am told]
The marchers had no drums today
[today is different]
[I insist]
Invention is a space and then electricity says anything
[anything is possible]
[I do not know where tomatoes come from]
[I can never keep enough of my own]
[I require a store]
Invention
the doors are closed snugly
the palms are spectacle
[I have never carried an image of a palm]
[to protest]
[Today is different I]
[insist]
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The teachers from the other state were far worse
The teachers from the other state were far worse
it is
obvious
It is obvious the teachers from the other states were far worse
[The score was fifty five to forty five]
[for the second season in a row]
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I sit before the Teamster truck
The Teamster truck
used for demonstrating
for placement
for conditions
[I do not know if they haul]
From a Starbucks window on a Sunday
[they were the Capitol aggravates] [among others]
[the Boilermakers]
[circling counter clockwise]
Were direction a choice
[and if to say authority for its spectacle]
[the truck]
[reference might]
[be a Teamster]
[I brag]
[I brag]
[I have traveled ten thousand miles in three weeks]
[I do not know what that means]
[I am not contraband]
[I also melt soft metals into beads]
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What is it I seek
1
I do not speculate
I have not speculated
I do not know speculation
[pause]
Speculation is to where I go
I do not know speculation
I do not suggest I know speculation
The implications of speculation are to wait
[time is reference]
[question]
2
I require the images [the images]
were her death so ordained
I fear
And I do not wander without aims
[I have license enough]
[For my freedom I require nothing more]
Nor prefer the ground
[the earth]
for shelter
because it rains
and the air is called through March
[through March the air is called]
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3
The family store
[finally]
sold cola in glass bottles [and spaghetti over the counter]
[I had been waiting]
[I cannot say if spaghetti is a metaphor]
[yes]
4
And her equivalencies her equivalencies
[nor I say such cause is meaningful]
The degradation of her equivalencies I do not realize
[unlessing she were not present and thinking]
[true I do]
[Love]
5
And the shelter
where the natural conditions
require no maintenance
[Am I not lazy as a dream]
[am I not lazy as a dream]
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The music slows and the walk is not old
The music slows and the walk is not old
[The fresh air]
[asserts the art hospital]
[in several directions]
I do not remember exactly
[the art hospital introduces itself differently]
[Just once I did say yes without sound]
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The flight nor airborne
Transience is introduced upon the stations
[a foundations of permanance]
A word is required for the moveables
upon that which considers
the unmoved truly unmoved
[I have never met a social which does not]
[move nor cannot move]
I insist the value of our conversation is
heard
again and again [and again for every station]
were you the stone
[the stone]
And I have an opinion
which is otherwise convinced
and will the igneous nearabouts the metamorphic
last longer
[yes]
[I do not know environments]
[and what is in contact with subjects]
[I do not know subjects]
The flight nor airborne
And searching for contentment
[there is nothing better than distraction]
[there is nothing better than distraction]
I say
[there is nothing better than distraction]
one and several ways
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She kicked the door
She kicked the door
the stubborn door
the stubborn damn door
[jammed]
What is said of license if something be said of license
[It is not cold]
[it is what is behind the door]
[we agree] [and do not know we agree]
[I assume]
[do I not assume]
The door was held into itself
proffers itself
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Cold, noticing my fingers
Too cold for knitting
[I do not knit]
and too cold for making jewelry
[I do not make beauty as called beauty]
aesthetics
Too cold for smoking pipes like they are sent outside
[I am not sent outside]
[I smoke at the door with my smoking jacket]
[near the warming weather] optimism
Too cold for clinging to coffee
[appreciating]
[the iced roads]
[the bricks put thereabouts]
[The masons]
[the masons]
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And comforted when the wind invents
And comforted when the wind invents
[I take responsibility for my imagination]
[I have resources]
I cannot introduce the way the wind
does introduce
What is required for the stations
[accepting a shephardry]
[for to have solid food]
[nor the winters cold]
[for the abbreviates of the imagination]
[nor the winters cold]
[and say there is no love]
[there never has been a love]
[for their response so there never is thus]
[thus]
[I do not know thus]
perhaps a future is entertained
perhaps a future is entertained
Invention is mine I see in you
[Apologies to the wind]
[enamored]
[original and enamored]
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A return to reading
For having set aside the book for having been
[within]
[and aged for fifteen years]
[I would like to make a knife]
[purchase a kiln for a proper knife a blade]
[and to use for glass]
[glass and metals]
The molten things for to have been introduced for fire
Again I say I do not know
like having learned to say I do not know when such is
is
[nor always I admit]
and conditioned to a return to reading like reference
[Every book is not reference]
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Tractors
A tractors at the square
one early
and one eventual
strolled on by proudly
with
flags
Before the others
be as proudly
Assume
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Identity insists a bicameralism
Insists a notions
[I am both ideal]
though the arrangements of ends
is
as to the administration of opposites
[like a source]
[impossibly]
[there are no opposites]
The administration of opposites
[impossibly]
[no]
[Arranged]
[apparent and transparent]
I go on to say that for fear
for fear of traveling too far in isolation
they were to stop on occasion
for digestion
And looking down
one ship passes another
[How]
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The convent
I do not know
I do not know the convent and
what becomes of women's order
I do not know what becomes of women's order
excepting
[were there no place for opposites]
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Liberty is a qualification liberty is an image
The sold art
rested neatly for observation
[Quiet]
[and sang the colors like knowledge]
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Nor patience mentioned with ease
Consideration I am effort I have vessel vessels
[vessels]
nor patience mentioned with ease
When the ambient struggle the moonish temperature the
scent I remember nor say [air]
[and if air is a word I do say]
You are a soliloquy you are a song you are
a struggle
as curious and entertained
to believe myself with questions
And put to afternoons
again and again [again]
[there is no other place which is forgotten so well]
[She goes away with knowledge entry]
[she goes away with knowledge entry]
] dignity [
[like language]
[she goes away when language arrives in riveted ships with smoke]
[direction]
[the priest the priests the poets the priests]
[for insisting patience is a word]
[I insist patience is a word] [word]
When the ambient
sound the gulls the gulls [distant cities with lights for sound]
[I fall asleep to the gulls]
[itself]
[Until then]
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A glass
And just
[to live as animal until patience arrives]
[before it disposes itself]
I am content and pleasured
[in every way]
[I know of no way I am not pleasured]
A glass for walls
like civilization
[I say properly after the doors with leather hinges I put]
[a glass for looking out]
[upon]
[the things I name]
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Tuesday implies Wednesday
[Frames]
[a day is more than breath]
[for to have called it]
[And the next is prepared]
[readied]
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Saint Systems
The proper order
[the proper denomination of a saint]
[The proper denomination angels]
[The terrors]
[terror]
A fear is acquainted with the divinities which require
a question
[a curiosity is acquainted]
[I must ask]
[what is in the bag]
The efficiencies of systems is their
[plus]
The efficiencies of systems is an allowance to quantity
Quality is not misunderstood
[I do not know quality]
[when I am satisfied I do not know quality]
One angel is identical to many angels
One Saint is identical to many Saints
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with wine
[Bacchus]
[I put away Bacchus]
The relations against the opposites
[it is true thus comes together]
[having been]
[separated and put apart]
[returns like a magnet having invented the opposite of magnets]
Rest is a mention afore
the changes restart
[the changes reliably restart]
[the changes have always restarted]
[I recollect]
[I recollect]
[the shortness of language takes a moment]
[pause]
[Gender inevitably]
[the relations against the opposites]
[tend toward gender]
[Bacchus is spirit]
[and to spirit I become]
[do I not become when spirit dissolves per its mention]
[That is a question]
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[A simple poem]
The twined circles
strung from the ceiling
bended wood
A circle made of bended wood
[Ring]
[A simple poem]
[this is no experiment]
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It rose an emptied station
It rose an emptied station
[the disqualified once looked out of windows]
The archaeologists
[schools are conditioned in evidence]
[first]
[Nor format to a poem]
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_________________________________________________________
part3.were two for posse
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Illness
The old friends declare a symptoms of want
nor regret
for lives well
[well]
Though difference is to age to say
what travels in a different line for its interference
[were her introduction as fitted]
[like I pretend it to be]
[now]
[now is different I remember]
It is a valid pain
for who finds who like wanting more
[nor demon] [ask of distraction and poll] [other]
[just for the selfisms of pause I]
[find respite in certainty]
[and humanity like love is no certainty]
[I remember if to care]
[that I am not done growing I]
[require more rest]
[for your attention]
[I imagine growing into your attention]
And to what ends to point oneself upon a singled blade
[as to wish for its put]
[for my own care]
That peace be correctly mentioned and from what source
is distance
Illness were no consent
[for who requires their opinion their charge]
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[if to be alone]
[and spoiled upon myself]
Admit their existence
[ten units by ten units is a space a sovereign space]
[or my own]
[and]
[She is mattered from a rib]
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[the rain is stopped]
A rhythm
a rhythm is slower than the day is gone about
[the rain is stopped]
[now]
Urgency is yesterday
[I have no challenge]
The clouds pattern
move and pattern
[stillness]
The cars over remaindered water
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Philosophy restarts at innocence
[A smaller critique upon an end] [of certainty]
Philosophy restarts at innocence
[the smile were actual]
Sensation
[and the trades of observation]
[depart from reason]
The dialogical had forgotten there were no contest
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airplane, the clouds from down
1
toplit sky a rain beneath
[the sky]
[up as summer blue and better for]
lightning down
2
sundown
[traveling into]
[now you will be dark]
easy the colors fade through
3
and the engine
[rests at constance]
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car ferry
The ferry on a schedule
[manifest
[proves determination
[the boat with engine
[reliable
[they still collect fish
they
[natural process
[nor fear animal
[the tourist with camera call photographer
the writer
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The model
Nor assortment to custom
[I too do not consider my own ways]
[unique]
I do not abbreviate
for reasons of tradition
The model is in a stone
[was written before electricity is public]
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Liberal theology
The identities were there collection
[I do not fascinate myself with the divinities]
[at certainty's exposure]
[The broadness is not lateral]
[there is no broadness to that which is not considered]
[this is no invitation for your disregard]
The season is predictable
[This is no invitation for your disregard]
[And the ownership at a strength's ordination]
[that were years of dogma]
[collected]
I write from two sides
As to invite my own composure at new questions
The independent conservatism
[and within itself yet]
[I too am independent]
[and with allowance] [I am faithful this is my fault]
[I too call]
[where there is no mention I too call]
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Night weather
Night weather the spring the season
and age is no hold to expectancies
I do not have a weathered face
The shelter of the clouds are crosslit ambient pink
from the city
[I am at the corner of the city]
I do not call a moment for planning
where there are floods in other places
I live on a hill
[the radio]
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The open
The open
is without trees
[the lake is still frozen and still]
[the trees were taken for the land]
The wind
[and where there were no shelter]
[except now]
[the walls are observant and proud and]
[without compare]
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I quell my silence for its meaning
[So time so time]
[I remove the battery from the clock]
Nor silence profound
I quell my silence for its meaning
[I am difficult for myself]
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The selfist
1
She wore imperial
and crosslegged
[I believe I am official]
[and possessed were slavery endowed]
2
Imperial she wore imperial
[so too she rests where she begins her memory
3
She wore imperial
[I endow slavery]
[I have a place to rest with food]
The selfist
[I do not remember discontent]
4
She wore imperial
[as yesterday I remember]
she wore imperial
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_________________________________________________________
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1.
Consideration is early love and
thus my responsibility for loss
I discuss the
ways in which she is continued [as if]
[nor were mine own object I]
[as if]
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2.
And of a brother I say welcome
and
only having been
ever now notice
[defense is were your offer like authority for]
[I am my own]
[nor to other]
[too I carry my own time in a wrapped cloth]
[as a weapon ask]
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3.
And were his jealousy and were her jealousy
[for she too loves other women]
and were his jealousy
I ask you as yourself what is your weakness for to your death
[for to your death]
[I am not inclined though a conditioning]
[a conditioning]
[I too receive a forms of divinity]
[I stand pointed in a way defensive]
[for your instruction]
[for I continue to believe you]
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4.
Having experienced loss
[nor claim special consideration]
[for who can say I am more tired than her]
[offer only my own I say I cannot answer for your exhaustion]
[and early is my own defeat I realized a half of this time we met ago I]
[continue for your trust]
[there is a word I do not mention]
[for their ears]
[password]
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5.
This is early
this starts itself for purity
intentions as divine as what were attached
between the two
[for one is not mentioned except in the naturally plural language]
[I am familiar]
[there is nothing I can defeat that is familiar]
[nor opposite]
[there is nothing I can defeat that is the opposite of familiar]
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6.
Time is mentioned
for to be
[nor genius for regard company as essence to what]
[it is between]
[and when they are apart and when they are apart]
[I grow old and worn into favorites]
[kept and hooked]
[kept]
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7.
They were picnicking
and the weather
the balmy weather
they were just picnicking and
sleep into themselves
[once and again for the rest of their lives and after that]
[and after that]
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8.
The delicacy of love
[it is when love is insisted]
The animal went away for convention
[for the gathering the animal went away]
[for to be more than entered by consideration]
[congress is not mature]
[congress is not mature]
[nor mature even for apologies]
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9.
Numbers dissolve her
[and obvious]
[and relevant for numbers to be empty I]
[see you for the dissolve for the imagination of language]
[numbers are not really there like I am in front of you]
[really numbers are not there]
[and for their absence I claim no genius]
[agree]
[agree]
[I am subtle and agree to speak with you]
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10.
I bring to metaphor all
of your beauty
[were I to let]
[I say beauty is yours alone and were your reference so too mine]
[thus]
[what is a question]
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11.
Religion is a temper
[I love]
[you]
[she answers]
[and what is not stalled were it just response just]
[response]
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12.
If I cause I say I
be a teacher
for to trust tomorrow is improved upon this day
[why]
[why improve upon this day like invention is required]
[as if I were to expect change for our continue]
[nor a thing is expected]
[ever]
[and if I were to use the word expectation I am wrong]
[admission]
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13.
[I am not so proud to hold money apart from reason]
[the plausibly deniable stations of our own self interest]
[are their wonder for our love]
[ask where]
[is there no attachment to reason]
[for their hunger]
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14.
Offensive words are my challenge
[offensive words are my challenge]
[and greater passages]
[the subtler hymns nor obvious]
[nor mine intention your undermine]
[offensive words are my challenge]
[and were my confusion to believe your animals truly are my rest]
[tell me of your proudest creatures today and tomorrow I am]
[another shape]
[were your let for a modern season]
[I am not always fifteen like grace]
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15.
Age I travel
I am alone neatly alone
[do you convince me I am alone]
[is a question]
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16.
I will not be prepared for death when I am eighty
I will not be ready
[I will require no excuse]
I will not be prepared for death when I am one hundred
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17.
Faith is an errand
resolved upon the newest year
to participate as much as admire
[interest as early as notice requires a gentler form]
[of force]
Faith is an errand
I hold
nothing
faith is an errand
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18.
Circles are ever ever
blame dissolves with every time again
[blame will exist no more one day I believe]
[when all is solved blame will exist no more]
[regrettably]
[for is not responsibility attached to some minded thread]
[as were blame]
[postulate]
[what is a question]
[driven]
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19.
Innocence your delivery
[you have always done what is expected of you]
[and offered for your trust]
I say you are more given than my imagination
[I am on my knees]
[because]
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20.
I change
you are the object of my discern
[you are an object]
[I give you a name]
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21.
Children are required
[are not children required]
[is]
[a question]
[I noticed the color purple this morning]
[I notice the color green and red]
[I notice the color black when she lifted her shoulder]
[her shirt lifted]
[her shirt lifted]
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22.
For quiet questions
[whisper]
[put you within my arms]
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23.
Rape is her equivalency
[art]
[and incest and what other crimes are caused for loves too push]
[were said justice is no word]
[redemption]
[I do not know her admission nor require her admission]
[and were her title to myself upon such reference I]
[do not introduce]
[nor understand]
[nor I prepare for though ask for your own consideration for my let]
[why]
[for I am not perfect in answers]
[were it a wish to be prepared with answers all answers]
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24.
The directions
the seasons
[were all mentioned I go on forever]
[what is discreet]
and were to love were genius' let
[I assume nothing]
[no longer do I assume]
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25.
Were one collection better than its neighbor
[for to order]
[were order what is begun I have always asked nor receive an answer]
and among their equal
I
take you pair or either a first to my senses
[God give me a senses I require]
[I am in no control]
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26.
And were her garden my admire
[I am a voyeur]
there are hours I write for hours with her work
[her work]
[when the flowers are in the vase you are finished]
[they last no longer than]
[the cut flowers are stopped]
[shortly]
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27.
When I grow old
[your health]
[I care about you]
[in stillness in stillness when]
[the night is quiet and wondering and ending and wondering]
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28.
The closed system
[I am outside and have no concern for there is no encroach]
[you will tell me if I am a king]
[only you will tell me if I am King]
[and jurisdiction and without interest]
[and were King omnipotent and entitled and the film]
[the film upon every surface]
[were there disgust I]
[am not invited to good food from those who produce food]
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29.
The open system
were I protect I
fashion lines upon my possessions like the trust I believe exactly
like the trust I believe
[and the limits like jealousy]
[a shoreline is an allowance to so many houses]
[homes]
[nor all]
the
open system is a seed for competition were resources not attached to
intentions
[nor love all as I love my wife]
[nor love my children as I love my wife]
[even]
[the]
[open system does not exist nor can were I to forgive]
[language]
[for its separation of my early want]
[friend]
[nor I harm a soul]
[I am accidentally harmed I harm]
[accidentally]
[the explain of the incident of harm is apologetic]
[nor forgive when there is no harm]
[I am tough and solid]
[I am tough and solid]
[I forfeit no independence]
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30.
Whether a child requires money
[for their pocket]
Yes
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31.
Housecleaning I
will watch you scrub the floors
[I will bring you a towel]
[for your knees]
[the]
[fire]
[too]
[I will watch you build a fire]
[and the linens so too the linens]
[and the air the]
[allowance of fresh air]
[I will watch you knit and this is no labor]
[I am silent]
[I will make soup]
[now]
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32.
Death is ended and rested
[this is a family measure]
[where the silence is cut by nature]
[immediately]
[and without compromise]
[faith is not governed]
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_________________________________________________________
part5.said
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1
[separation]
[and when there are no lines]
[nor perforated lines]
[nor lines at all]

	


[I have dark hair]

	


[once a patch of red at my chin]

	


[now gray]

	


[and I am not old and figured]

	


[far]

	


[as I know far]
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2
Commerce
[doubles when to die]

I know exchange as
one for one
[ask of sustainability for littler systems littler systems]
[unto individualism were there no empire]
[and weather]
[resolve empire for anthropos]
[for knowing I do not know]
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3
For seeds a soil between
and to say I grow together
[I am not parted]

	


[There is no question]

	


[a season is perennial]
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4
I do love
and ask were separation's mention
a hold to thought
[indeed]
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5
a cloud a star
[another]

The cloud
a star

An
other
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